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DOES UNKNOWN AV-MATERIAL EXIST?

In the world of digital information many people are searching for unknown audiovisual sources. And 

in fact there are enormous hidden collections – mainly concentrated in European Television Archives,

especially Public Service Broadcasters Organisations.

As former head of archives of the Austrian Public Service Broadcaster (ORF) and president of the 

international umbrella organization FIAT/IFTA (International Federation of Television Archives) I 

know these collections very well – also the obstacles to use them online!

OBSTACLES

The reasons for limited access are clear und mainly concentrated on the problems dealing with 

copyright matters.

Another problem has to do with the different right situations in this field between the EU members.

And another gap: Film and television archives have been very late discovered as important

collections. 40 years ago in most of the television archives there were no specialists to find. To come 

to the archives sounded like: you come to prison! The selection criterion was often the alcohol level

instead of the qualification to work in archives; and so many programs of the early television 

disappeared or there is no information on content and rights.

A third complex of difficulties: Television archives naturally cover broadcasted material but also non-

broadcasted material, whereas the internet access will contain only the broadcasted part.

Last but not least there are the enormous costs to transfer these huge collections in the digital area –

on the other hand: the rapid change of technical standards and facilities forces the Public 

broadcasters to find the money.

Often there are great conflicts between the producing companies and the public libraries, who want 

online access especially to audiovisual material.
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From the point of technical developments, the time to offer hidden, enormous AV collections to the 

online communities is very near.

My successor as head of the ORF-television archives, Herbert Hayduck started with great success a 

pilot-project with the Vienna University in the library of the institute of contemporary history. This 

project gives students open online access to the ORF television archives.

This example was very well regarded at the FIAT-meetings, where he was 4 years the world 

president.

WHAT IS TO DO?

So what’s to do?

First: standardising the different national laws for copy-right and similar questions.

It should be impossible, that there are new taxes for hard discs while the umbrella organizations of 

copyright holders get not the money.

We have to use every new field:

There is a planning committee for a new house of history very active. Austria is represented through 

Prof. Oliver Rathkolb – and he told me, that at the moment – there are no concrete online projects to 

go with this new museum but that should start in 2014!

I developed - together with Sven Saekert, communication expert in Brussels - a project “Golden 

archives” focussing on making the footage in the different Parliaments of Europe available to the 

public.

There are many possibilities for modern education material.

There are many special projects – one belongs to the early television history and is financed through 

the European Community.

CONCLUSION

I conclude: we have to use the new possibilities

To note one current example: a traditional game about the Verdi-Wagner Year 2013. I was invited

because I am an Opera specialist too und have a running radio- talk-show for 30 years with the most 

famous opera stars like Netrebko, Garanca, Corelli or Brigit Nilsson. Now they want my expertise to 

find the right questions – and I asked: Do you want to combine your game with AV-examples which 
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are easy to find? Of course the legal rights situation has to be clarified, which is difficult but where 

there is a will there is a way!


